
Value Center  
SPEED QUEEN® PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

The Speed Queen® app gives customers a convenient and flex-

ible laundry experience for the way they live. The Speed Queen 

Value Center enhances that experience by allowing cash-based 

customers to tap into all the benefits of the Speed Queen app – 

without using a credit or debit card.

How it works

Customers follow the simple instructions displayed on the 

Speed Queen Value Center to deposit cash into their mobile 

wallet:

1. Scan the Value Center QR code with the Speed Queen app

2. Press the center button

3. Insert cash

4. Press the center button again to complete the transaction

Funds will immediately appear within their mobile wallet and 

are ready for use. 

State-of-the-art management,  
unparalleled customer experience.

Your customers will love the convenient laundry experience 

tailored to their lifestyle, and you will benefit from being able 

to track purchasing behavior for cash-based customers who 

would otherwise be “invisible” in your data. Quite simply, better 

data leads to improved management and marketing.

The security of a proven performer in laundry.

From a simple installation of the Speed Queen Value Center and 

a two-year manufacturer’s warranty, to 24/7 support with an 

active Speed Queen Care agreement, you gain peace of mind 

working with the proven performer in laundry and a world-lead-

ing organization.



Speed Queen® Value Center  
Specifications

For the most accurate information, the installation guide should be used for all design and construction purposes. Due to continuous product improvements, design and 
specifications subject to change without notice. The quality management system of Alliance Laundry Systems has been registered to ISO 9001.

Speed Queen by Alliance Laundry Systems

Technical Data

Power Supply 110VAC ... 240VAC / 50Hz ... 60Hz

Internet connection 100BASE-TX, IPv4, DHCP server required, Internet access

Temperature range +10°C to +50°C

Humidity classification Annual average 65% R.H.,  
maximum 60 days per year 85% R.H.,  
remaining days maximum 75% R.H., no condensation

Weight - lb (kg) Approx. 33-42 (15-19)
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Dimensions

A. Overall Width - in (mm) 14.567 (370)

B. Overall Height - in (mm) 19.291 (490)

C. Overall Depth when Closed - in (mm) 7.874 (200)

D. Overall Depth when Open - in (mm) 14.665 (372.5)

Part # Description

204756 Rear-loading in wall, USD & similar currencies only

204757 Rear-loading in wall, any currency


